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Retinal nerve fiber layer and ganglion cell layer changes on optical coherence 
tomography in early multiple sclerosis and optic neuritis cases

Ganesh Pillay, Anita Ganger, Digvijay Singh, Rohit Bhatia1, Pradeep Sharma, Vimla Menon, Rohit Saxena

Purpose: To study the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) and ganglion cell layer (GCL) changes on optical 
coherence tomography in early multiple sclerosis (MS) patients. Methods: A prospective cohort study 
was conducted at a tertiary care center. Patients of early MS (expanded disability status scale <3) with 
or without optic neuritis (ON) and idiopathic ON were included. Twenty age‑matched individuals were 
taken as controls. Changes in RNFL and GCL thickness were evaluated along with the correlation with 
visual function parameters such as visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, and visual evoked response at first 
visit and again at six months. Results: Forty‑four patients of MS with or without ON (24 and 20 patients 
respectively), 29 patients with idiopathic ON, and 20 healthy controls constituted the cohorts. Mean 
LogMAR best‑corrected visual acuity was found to be significantly reduced in all groups except fellow 
eyes (FE) of ON group. Mean values of average RNFL thickness and values in superior, temporal, and 
inferior quadrant were significantly reduced. Similarly, overall mean values of average GCL‑inner plexiform 
layer (IPL) thickness and values in superior, superonasal, superotemporal, inferonasal, and inferotemporal 
quadrant were significantly reduced in all groups except FE of ON group (P < 0.05). All the visual 
parameters significantly correlated with GCL + IPL thickness. Conclusion: GCL + IPL thickness is a more 
sensitive clinical structural marker than RNFL in early MS with/without ON and ON patients and correlates 
with all the visual parameters better than RNFL thickness.
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Optic neuritis (ON) develops in 40% of multiple sclerosis (MS) 
cases and around one‑third of these patients present with 
symptoms related to ON.[1,2] This neurodegenerative process 
leads to axonal loss in the optic nerve and nerve fiber loss in the 
retina.[3‑9] Quantification of neuronal loss in MS patient’s eyes 
by time‑domain optical coherence tomography (OCT) is well 
established.[10‑15] While most studies have evaluated moderate to 
advanced MS, no study has been directed at early MS cases.[16‑20]

In the present study, ganglion cell layer (GCL) and retinal 
nerve fiber layer (RNFL) changes were evaluated in early 
MS (with and without ON) and cases of idiopathic ON and 
correlated with visual function changes.

Methods
A prospective cohort study was conducted at a tertiary 
care center in India, after obtaining prior approval from the 
Institutional Ethics Committee. An informed consent was 
taken from all participants in compliance with the tenets of 
the Declaration of Helsinki.

The cohorts constituted 80 consecutive cases of multiple 
sclerosis (with or without ON) and idiopathic ON which 
presented to the neuro‑ophthalmic clinic and qualified based 
on the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The sample size was 

calculated by taking mean GCL + inner plexiform layer (IPL) 
thickness of 88.9 and 79 µm for controls and ON patients,[20] 
respectively; keeping an alpha error (type 1) – 5% to ensure 
the power of study – 95%.

The inclusion criteria were: (1) early multiple sclerosis 
(expanded disability status scale (EDSS) <3) as depicted in 
Fig. 1, with or without ON, diagnosed as per McDonald’s 
diagnostic criteria, as depicted in Fig. 2.[21] (2) history of ON, 
idiopathic (if not associated in any other systemic manifestation 
or disease like MS), or having last acute attack >6 months 
prior, and (3) age >18 years. All the included MS patients 
were in remission stage and were on disease‑modifying 
agent (Interferon beta‑1a).

Exclusion criteria were: (1) presence of any ocular pathology 
likely to affect visual functions such as corneal scar and 
cataract, (2) presence or suspicion of glaucoma, (3) refractive 
error spherical > + 5 or –5 Diopter or astigmatism >2D, 
and (4) inability to undergo OCT testing. Twenty age‑matched 
individuals, without any known ocular pathology likely to 
affect visual functions or OCT findings, and who were willing 
to follow‑up were included as controls.
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All cases underwent a detailed history and examination. History 
aimed to document time of onset of disease (based on duration 
of symptoms), course (stationary/improving/worsening), and 
history of any trauma or previous eye surgery.

Ocular examination focused on evaluation of visual 
functions including best‑corrected visual acuity (BCVA; 
Snellen chart), contrast sensitivity (Pelli‑Robson chart), 
visual fields (30‑2 SITA standard strategy, evaluated by the 
automated Visual Field Analyzer 750i [Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc, 
Dublin, CA]), and visual evoked responses (VERs) which were 
recorded using the Nicolet Ganzfeld 2015 visual stimulator 
and monitor (Nicolet Biomedical, Madison, WI). Structural 
changes in the eyes were evaluated using the Cirrus HD‑OCT 
Model 4000 (Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc, Dublin, CA). The RNFL 
and macular GCL thickness was assessed in the OCT using 
optic disc cube 200 × 200 scan and macular cube 512 × 128 scan, 
respectively.

Trained technicians blinded to the diagnosis performed 
the visual functions and OCT. The latter was performed 
with undilated pupil (if ≥5 mm). In small pupils, one drop of 
tropicamide (1%; w/v) was instilled. Scans were considered to 
be of good quality if centration was good, and signal strength 
was adequate of at least ≥7. The RNFL thickness values 
were measured for 2.4 mm diameter circles around the optic 
disc. Average values of RNFL thickness, along with values 
in superior, nasal, inferior, and temporal quadrants were 
recorded. GCL values were derived from a macular scan. As the 
GCL could not be reliably separated from the IPL, the combined 
values of GCL + IPL were taken within a 6‑mm diameter 
centered at the foveola for the assessment of GCL thickness. 
Average thickness values along with values in superior, 
inferior, superotemporal, inferotemporal, superonasal, and 
inferonasal quadrant were noted.

The eyes of included patients were divided into six cohorts: 
eyes of MS patients without ON (MS), affected eyes (AE) of 
MS patients with ON (MS + ON [AE]), FE of MS patients with 
ON (MS + ON [FE]), affected eye of patients with idiopathic 
ON (ON [AE]), FE of patients with idiopathic ON (ON [FE]), 
and age‑matched disease‑free controls.

In all the included patients and controls, the visual function 
parameters (including visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, VER) 
and OCT assessment for RNFL as well as GCL were noted at 
first visit and at 6 months. Changes in RNFL and GCL thickness 
were evaluated along with the evaluation of their correlation 
with the visual function parameters using appropriate 
statistical techniques on Stata 11.0 (College status, Texas, USA). 
P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Bonferroni 
was applied whenever more than two groups compared and 
P < 0.005 was considered significant in these comparisons.

Results
Of the 80 patients, 73 were finally included in the study 
while seven dropped out during follow‑up.   Those who went 
on included 44 patients of MS with or without ON (24 and 
20 patients, respectively) and 29 patients with idiopathic ON. 
Twenty individuals constituted the control group.

Mean LogMAR BCVA was found to be significantly reduced 
in all groups (with the exception of MS group and FE of ON (FE) 
group) as compared to controls. Contrast sensitivity was found 
to be significantly reduced in affected eyes of MS + ON (AE) 
and ON (AE) groups (P < 0.001) as compared to controls. In 
visual VER, mean amplitude was significantly decreased in all 
groups (with the exception of MS group). Mean values of VER 
latency were significantly prolonged in all the groups (with the 
exception of FE of ON (FE) group), as compared to controls. 
Age, gender, baseline values of BCVA, contrast sensitivity, VER 
amplitude, and VER latency in different groups are depicted 
in Table 1.

Overall mean values of average RNFL thickness and values 
in superior, temporal, and inferior quadrant were significantly 
reduced in affected eyes of MS + ON(AE), FE of MS + ON (FE), 
and affected eyes of ON (AE) groups as compared to control 
group [Table 2]. In the nasal quadrant, significant thinning was 
noted only in affected eyes of ON (AE) group. As compared to 
the nasal quadrant, temporal quadrant showed larger and more 
significant change in all groups. Thinning was not statistically 
significant in patients with MS and FE of ON (FE) groups in 
any of the quadrants.

Table 1: Demographic details and baseline values of best‑corrected visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, visual evoked 
response amplitude, and visual evoked response latency in different groups

MS only group Affected eyes of 
MS + ON group

Normal fellow eyes 
of MS + ON group

Affected eyes of 
ON group

Normal fellow 
eyes of ON group

Controls

Age 35.1±12.6 33.1±8.8 34.1±8.8 33.6±11.3 34.2±10.9 30.8±13.2

Gender

Female:male 65:35 71:29 71:29 55:45 55:45 20:80

BCVA, 
mean±SD (P)

0.06±0.09 (0.08) 0.60±0.80 (<0.001) 0.05±0.08 (0.05) 0.70±0.90 (<0.001) 0.02±0.07 (0.54) 0.01±0.06

Contrast 
sensitivity, 
mean±SD (P)

1.5±0.10 (1.00) 1.0±0.50 (<0.001) 1.5±0.10 (1.0) 1.0±0.40 (<0.001) 1.5±0.10 (1.0) 1.6±0.06

VER 
amplitude, 
mean±SD (P)

12.1±1.60 (1.00) 6.7±2.0 (<0.001) 9.8±1.80 (<0.001) 7.0±1.20 (<0.001) 10.9±2.0 (0.03) 12.5±1.2

VER latency, 
mean±SD (P)

105.1±8.3 (<0.001) 115.5±11.0 (<0.001) 106.0±6.3 (0.001) 111.60±10.6 (<0.001) 96.8±3.3 (1.0) 96.75±3.4

*P values in brackets are the values in comparison to controls. BCVA: Best‑corrected visual acuity, VER: Visual evoked response, MS: Multiple sclerosis, 
ON: Optic neuritis, SD: Standard deviation
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Overall mean values of average GCL‑IPL thickness and 
values in superior, superonasal, superotemporal, inferonasal, 
and inferotemporal quadrant were significantly reduced in 
all the groups (with the exception of FE of ON (FE) group; 
P < 0.001), as depicted in Table 3. However, in the inferior and 
superonasal quadrant, thickness was reduced even in FE of 
ON (FE) group.

Values of mean GCL‑IPL and RNFL thickness, after 
6 months of follow‑up, are depicted in Tables 4 and 5. No 
significant change in RNFL (P = 0.99) and GCL (P = 0.192) 
values were observed over the period of 6 months in any group. 
However, both values were significantly lower when compared 
to controls (P < 0.001).

Average GCL + IPL thickness was found to be significantly 
correlated with BCVA in MS patients and affected eyes of 
ON (AE) group (P < 0.005 for both); correlated with contrast 

sensitivity in affected eyes of ON (AE) group (P < 0.05); correlated 
with VER amplitude in MS and affected eyes of MS + ON (AE) 
groups (P < 0.05 and < 0.005, respectively); correlated with 
VER latency in MS, affected eyes of M. S + ON(AE), FE of 
MS + ON (FE), and FE of ON groups with P < 0.001, <0.001, 
<0.05, and < 0.005, respectively.

Average RNFL thickness values were correlated only with 
VER latency in affected eyes of MS + ON group (AE), FE of 
ON (FE) groups (P < 0.001 and < 0.05, respectively [Table 6]).

Discussion
Patients enrolled in this study were in the age group of 
18–70 years with a female preponderance (F: M percentages 
ratios were 65:35, 71:29, and 55:45 in MS, MS + ON, and 
idiopathic ON groups, respectively), which is in accordance 
with previous studies.[9,14,20] Patients with refractive error more 

Table 3: Baseline mean values of ganglion cell layer thickness; average, superior, superonasal, superotemporal, inferior, 
inferonasal, and inferotemporal sectors (values in µm)

MS Affected eyes of 
MS + ON group 
(MS + ON [AE])

Fellow eyes of 
MS + ON group 
(MS + ON [FE])

Affected eyes 
of ON group 

(ON [AE])

Fellow eyes 
of ON group 

(ON [FE])

Controls

Average, mean±SD (P) 65.8±15 (<0.001) 56.1±14 (<0.001) 66.2±12 (<0.001) 54.0±90 (<0.001) 74.0±10 (0.028) 84.3±8

Superior quadrant, mean±SD (P)* 66.4±15 (<0.001) 58.5±16 (0.001) 66.9±12 (<0.001) 54.8±16 (<0.001) 75.3±11 (0.85) 82.8±11

Superonasal quadrant, mean±SD (P)* 65.3±17.9 (<0.001) 57.1±18 (<0.001) 67.9±13 (<0.001) 54.2±14 (<0.001) 74.5±13 (0.02) 87.2±8

Superotemporal quadrant, 
mean±SD (P)*

67.5±17 (<0.001) 53.9±15 (<0.001) 66.3±10 (<0.001) 54.2±11 (<0.001) 74.1±11 (0.49) 81.6±6

Inferior quadrant, mean±SD (P)* 63.9±17 (<0.001) 56.7±13 (<0.001) 66.0±13.0 (<0.001) 53.5±10 (<0.001) 72.6±11 (0.02) 85.22±14

Inferonasal quadrant, mean±SD (P)* 64.6±16 (<0.001) 55.0±16 (<0.001) 65.5±14 (<0.001) 53.9±13 (<0.001) 74.8±10 (0.20) 84.4±10
Inferotemporal quadrant, mean±SD (P)* 66.9±19 (<0.001) 53.3±14 (<0.001) 65.0±11.0 (<0.001) 52.4±13 (<0.001) 73±11 (0.23) 82.3±8

*P values in brackets are the values in comparison to controls. FE: Fellow eye, AE: Affected eye, MS: Multiple sclerosis, ON: Optic neuritis, SD: Standard deviation

Table 2: Baseline mean values of retinal nerve fiber layer thickness; average, superior, temporal, inferior, and nasal 
quadrants (values in µm)

MS 
(right eye)

Affected eyes of 
MS + ON group 
(MS + ON [AE])

Fellow eyes of 
MS + ON group 
(MS + ON [FE])

Affected eyes 
of ON group 

(ON [AE])

Fellow eyes 
of ON group 

(ON [FE])

Controls

Average, mean±SD (P) 80.6±15 (1.0) 56.8±15 (<0.001) 67.3±19 (<0.001) 52.8±17 (<0.001) 84.6±14 (1.0) 86.2±5

Superior quadrant, mean±SD (P) 98.1±30 (0.09) 60.8±31 (<0.001) 77.9±33 (<0.001) 55.0±3.0 (<0.001) 110.7±17 (1.00) 115±12

Temporal quadrant, mean±SD (P) 56.5±16 (1.0) 40.7±12 (<0.001) 44.7±13 (<0.001) 46.8±14 (<0.001) 52.8±11 (0.27) 61.2±5

Inferior quadrant, mean±SD (P) 103.6±31 (1.0) 71.7±27 (<0.001) 86.8±33 (0.025) 66.0±33.0 (<0.001) 107.1±19 (1.0) 110.5±8
Nasal quadrant, mean±SD (P) 62.0±14 (1.0) 51.7±10 (0.058) 59.5±14 (1.00) 43.3±21.0 (<0.001) 68.1±16 (1.0) 62.7±10

P values in brackets are the values in comparison to controls. FE: Fellow eye, AE: Affected eye, MS: Multiple sclerosis, ON: Optic neuritis, SD: Standard deviation

Table 4: Mean values of retinal nerve fiber layer thickness at 6 months in various quadrants (values in µm)

Groups MS Affected eyes of 
MS + ON group 
(MS+ON [AE])

Fellow eyes of 
MS + ON group 
(MS+ON [FE])

Affected eyes 
of ON group 

(ON [AE])

Fellow eyes 
of ON group 

(ON [FE])

Controls

RNFL‑average (P) 75.3±12 (0.08) 49.0±16 (<0.001) 61.9±17 (<0.001) 46.5±11 (<0.001) 82.65±8.0 (0.97) 86.3±5.0

RNFL‑superior 91.1±22 53.5±15 71.8±30 48.8±30 109.7±14 112.5±14

RNFL‑temporal 53.5±14 36.7±14 42.9±12 41.7±10 50.6±10 61.8±15

RNFL‑inferior 96.4±12 63.4±22 79.8±22 58.0±24 104.2±17 109.4±12
RNFL‑nasal 58.7±11 48.5±14 55.4±14 39.2±10 67.4±15 61.2±8.0

P values in brackets are the values in comparison to controls. RNFL: Retinal nerve fiber layer, FE: Fellow eye, AE: Affected eye, MS: Multiple sclerosis, 
ON: Optic neuritis
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than +5 or –5 Diopter sphere were excluded from this study, as 
the influence of refractive error on RNFL thickness has been 
reported in literature.[22]

The mean of BCVA noted in MS with ON, ON, and MS 
groups was 0.6, 0.05, and 0.08 LogMAR units, respectively. 
Visual acuity in MS patients was found to be comparable with 
controls. This may be attributed to the absence of any visual 
problem at the time of enrollment in MS patients. However, in 
spite of normal vision, subclinical visual function and structural 
loss was observed in MS patients and similar observations 

were noted in previous studies.[23,24] Therefore, visual acuity, 
especially high contrast visual acuity, cannot be considered a 
sensitive parameter to distinguish multiple sclerosis with or 
without ON from normal eyes. Balcer et al. documented that 
low‑contrast letter acuity is clinically more meaningful and 
correlates well with nerve fiber damage.[25]

Literature has documented contrast sensitivity as a sensitive 
parameter to distinguish MS patients from disease‑free 
controls.[26‑28] In our study, significantly lower mean contrast 

Table 6: Significance of correlation of visual function parameters best‑corrected visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, visual 
evoked response amplitude, and visual evoked response latency with retinal nerve fiber layer and ganglion cell layer 
thickness

MS only 
group

Affected eyes of MS + ON 
group (MS + ON [AE])

Fellow eyes of MS + ON 
group (MS + ON [FE])

Affected eyes of 
ON group (ON [AE])

FE of ON 
(ON [FE])

Controls

BCVA

RNFL average (P) 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3

GCL average (P) 0.003 0.1 0.7 0.004 0.07 0.2

Contrast sensitivity

RNFL average (P) 0.29 0.16 0.08 0.57 0.24 0.5

GCL average (P) 0.08 0.12 0.24 0.02 0.7 0.31

VER amplitude

RNFL average (P) 0.58 0.19 0.91 0.96 0.91 0.65

GCL average (P) 0.007 <0.001 0.83 0.18 0.62 0.19

VER latency

RNFL average (P) 0.43 <0.001 0.45 0.51 0.02 0.33
GCL average (P) <0.001 <0.001 0.03 0.001 0.62 0.9

BCVA: Best‑corrected visual acuity, VER: Visual evoked response, MS: Multiple sclerosis, ON: Optic neuritis, GCL: Ganglion cell layer, RNFL: Retinal nerve fiber 
layer, FE: Fellow eye, AE: Affected eye

Table 5: Mean values of ganglion cell layer thickness at 6 months in various sectors (values in µm)

Groups MS Affected eyes of 
MS + ON group 
(MS + ON [AE])

Fellow eyes of 
MS + ON group 
(MS + ON [FE])

Affected eyes 
of ON group 

(ON [AE])

Fellow 
eyes of ON 
(ON [FE])

Controls

GCL‑average (P) 59.7±12 (<0.001) 51.4±13 (<0.001) 60.2±11 (<0.001) 47.1±10 (<0.001) 72.8±13 (0.65) 84.9±19 (0.99)

GCL‑superior 62.1±11 54.6±15 61.8±4.0 47.7±10 73.8±13 80.7±10

GCL‑superior‑nasal 60.2±18 52.0±11 61.8±12 48.1±12 73.1±10 88.3±13

GCL‑superior‑temporal 63.4±12 47.8±11 60.3±12 48.9±14 73.2±10 78.8±12

GCL‑inferior 57.9±12 50.6±18 60.5±19 46.3±10 70.9±13 85.9±14

GCL‑inferior‑nasal 61.5±10 49.9±14 59.9±17 44.8±16 72.7±12 84.7±15
GCL‑inferior‑temporal 60.8±14 51.7±10 58.7±16 45.7±11 71.9±19 83.6±11

P values in brackets are the values in comparison to controls. GCL: Ganglion cell layer, FE: Fellow eye, AE: Affected eye, MS: Multiple sclerosis, ON: Optic neuritis

Figure 1: Expanded disability status scale scoring
Figure 2: McDonald’s diagnostic criteria
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sensitivity values were noted in both affected eyes of MS + ON 
and ON groups as compared to controls. In MS patients without 
ON, though values were lower as compared to controls, 
the difference was not statistically significant. The possible 
explanation for this finding is that recruited MS patients had 
early disease (within 1 year of diagnosis with median EDSS 
score of 2). Therefore, contrast sensitivity alone is not a sensitive 
parameter to evaluate subclinical visual dysfunction in early 
MS, but it is sensitive for differentiating eyes with previous 
episode of ON.

VER showed significantly decreased amplitude and 
increased latency in affected eyes of ON, MS + ON groups, 
and FE of MS + ON groups. In addition, VER amplitude 
was reduced in FE of ON (FE) group. In the MS group, VER 
amplitude was similar to that of controls but latency was 
significantly prolonged. This indicates that VER latency is likely 
to be more sensitive parameter than amplitude in early MS 
cases. Comparable to our findings, Sriram et al. and Alshowaeir 
et al. documented similar VER latency delay in MS patients 
without ON.[29,30]

In the present study, overall average mean values of RNFL 
thickness and values in superior, temporal, and inferior 
quadrants were found to be significantly reduced in affected 
eyes of MS + ON (AE), FE of MS + ON (FE), and affected eyes 
of ON (AE) groups as compared to control groups. RNFL 
thickness was noted to be preserved in affected and other eyes 
of MS + ON patients in nasal quadrant. The study indicates 
that temporal quadrants are more sensitive and show greater 
change while nasal quadrant is most resistant to RNFL loss. 
This result concurs with a previous study published at our 
center.[23] Budenz et al. also documented significant intereye 
differences in temporal quadrant as the earliest manifestation 
of visual dysfunction.[31] However, Garcia‑Martin et al. reported 
maximum RNFL damage in superonasal and inferotemporal 
quadrant.[32]

Studies done by Cennamo et al., Tátrai et al., and Davies et al. 
are in discordance with the present one and showed significant 
reduction in RNFL and GCL in MS patients regardless of 
previous ON episode.[16,33,34]  The possible reason for this 
difference is the inclusion of early MS patients in the present 
study, which showed a preserved RNFL in MS patients.

Our study found a significant reduction in average GCL 
thickness values and in values in the superior, superonasal, 
superotemporal, inferonasal, and inferotemporal quadrants 
in all studied groups, except ON (FE) group. These findings 
corroborate with those of Saidha et al.’s study, in which 
authors documented GCL‑IPL thinning in all MS subtypes 
and concluded that GCL‑IPL thickness correlated better with 
visual dysfunction and disability in MS than RNFL thickness.[19]

Contrary to our finding of reduced GCL + IPL in MS patients 
without ON, Walter et al. documented normal GCL + IPL layer 
in the eyes of MS patients without ON.[20] The probable reason 
of axonal loss in our study may be attributed to subclinical 
episodes of ON in the past that may have affected the GCL 
with significant clinical manifestations.

This study did not find RNFL and GCL thickness loss 
over 6 months to be significantly different between MS with 
or without ON and ON patients although it was significantly 
more than that observed in controls. This is due to the fact 

that all the patients were in remission and that there was no 
acute episode of ON during the follow‑up. Even though only 
a limited range of EDSS scores were taken, GCL thickness 
correlated more significantly with EDSS than RNFL thickness, 
as has been previously documented.[16,19]

GCL‑IPL changes correlated significantly with visual 
function parameters as compared to RNFL changes. This 
confirms that GCL‑IPL is more sensitive and likely to be more 
affected in early MS as compared to RNFL.

Conclusion
To conclude, GCL + IPL thickness is a more sensitive clinical 
structural marker than RNFL in early MS with/without ON 
and ON patients and correlates with all the visual parameters 
better than RNFL thickness.
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